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With special focus on the next major release of MySQL, this resource provides a solid framework for anyone new to
MySQL or transitioning from another database platform, as well as experience MySQL administrators. The high-profile
author duo provides essential coverage of the fundamentals of MySQL database management—including MySQL’s
unique approach to basic database features and functions—as well as coverage of SQL queries, data and index types,
stores procedure and functions, triggers and views, and transactions. They also present comprehensive coverage of
such topics as MySQL server tuning, managing storage engines, caching, backup and recovery, managing users, index
tuning, database and performance monitoring, security, and more.
MySQL for Beginners is a Book for all MySQL Queries,Statements,About MySQL,Uses of MySQL,MySQL Tools,all
MySQL Statements,About Databases,MySQL Web,other MySQL Queries, etc. Author of this Book is Ganofins Published
By Ganofins
Although MySQL's source code is open in the sense of being publicly available, it's essentially closed to you if you don't
understand it. In this book, Sasha Pachev -- a former member of the MySQL Development Team -- provides a
comprehensive tour of MySQL 5 that shows you how to figure out the inner workings of this powerful database. You'll go
right to heart of the database to learn how data structures and convenience functions operate, how to add new storage
engines and configuration options, and much more. The core of Understanding MySQL Internals begins with an
Architecture Overview that provides a brief introduction of how the different components of MySQL work together. You
then learn the steps for setting up a working compilable copy of the code that you can change and test at your pleasure.
Other sections of the book cover: Core server classes, structures, and API The communication protocol between the
client and the server Configuration variables, the controls of the server; includes a tutorial on how to add your own
Thread-based request handling -- understanding threads and how they are used in MySQL An overview of MySQL
storage engines The storage engine interface for integrating third-party storage engines The table lock manager The
parser and optimizer for improving MySQL's performance Integrating a transactional storage engine into MySQL The
internals of replication Understanding MySQL Internals provides unprecedented opportunities for developers, DBAs,
database application programmers, IT departments, software vendors, and computer science students to learn about the
inner workings of this enterprise-proven database. With this book, you will soon reach a new level of comprehension
regarding database development that will enable you to accomplish your goals. It's your guide to discovering and
improving a great database.
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Learn how to build interactive, data-driven websites—even if you don’t have any previous programming experience. If you
know how to build static sites with HTML, this popular guide will help you tackle dynamic web programming. You’ll get a
thorough grounding in today’s core open source technologies: PHP, MySQL, JavaScript, and CSS. Explore each
technology separately, learn how to combine them, and pick up valuable web programming concepts along the way,
including objects, XHTML, cookies, and session management. This book provides review questions in each chapter to
help you apply what you’ve learned. Learn PHP essentials and the basics of object-oriented programming Master
MySQL, from database structure to complex queries Create web pages with PHP and MySQL by integrating forms and
other HTML features Learn JavaScript fundamentals, from functions and event handling to accessing the Document
Object Model Pick up CSS basics for formatting and styling your web pages Turn your website into a highly dynamic
environment with Ajax calls Upload and manipulate files and images, validate user input, and secure your applications
Explore a working example that brings all of the ingredients together
A Guide to MySQL, by Philip Pratt and Mary Last, is yet another step into the open-source arena, which is rapidly
growing in the technology industry. Topics include design techniques, data definition, commands to query a database,
updates, administration and client tools, and finally, MySQL special topics. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Effective SQL brings together the hands-on solutions and practical insights you need to solve a wide range of complex
problems with SQL, and to design databases that make it far easier to manage data in the future. Leveraging the proven
format of the best-selling Effective series, it focuses on providing clear, practical explanations, expert tips, and plenty of
realistic examples -- all in full color. Drawing on their immense experience as consultants and instructors, three world-
class database experts identify specific challenges, and distill each solution into five pages or less. Throughout, they
provide well-annotated SQL code designed for all leading platforms, as well as code for specific implementations ranging
from SQL Server to Oracle and MySQL, wherever these vary or permit you to achieve your goal more efficiently. Going
beyond mere syntax, the authors also show how to avoid poor database design that makes it difficult to write effective
SQL, how to improve suboptimal designs, and how to work around designs you can't change. You'll also find detailed
sections on filtering and finding data, aggregation, subqueries, and metadata, as well as specific solutions for everything
from listing products to scheduling events and defining data hierarchies. Simply put, if you already know the basics of
SQL, Effective SQL will help you become a world-class SQL problem-solver.
MySQL Can Do More, and Now You Need to Know More MySQL has proved it can compete with the big names in
database management, such as SQL Server and Oracle, and with MySQL 4 this is truer than ever. Mastering MySQL 4 is
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your one-stop resource for all the information you need to create, maintain, use, and extend a MySQL database. It's also
essential reading for anyone developing database applications in a MySQL environment. If you're new to MySQL, this is
a great way to get up and running--fast. If you're upgrading, it will help you get all you can out of new features and
support. Coverage includes: * Installing MySQL * Adding, removing, and updating records * Choosing appropriate table
types * Choosing appropriate data types * Optimizing MySQL queries * Designing a database * Normalizing table
structure * Maintaining and repairing databases * Backing up and replicating data * Managing user permissions and
security * Optimizing the MySQL server * Extending MySQL * Developing database applications
The Essential Guide to Protecting Your Business Information Written by Oracle ACE Director and MySQL expert Ronald
Bradford, Effective MySQL: Backup and Recovery covers all the options with detailed descriptions and syntax examples
to ensure an appropriate backup and recovery plan can be developed. Featuring a side-by-side evaluation of the various
backup strategies and complementary recovery implementations, this Oracle Press book helps you to protect your
MySQL data from a wide range of disaster situations. Learn how different backup strategies affect locking and system
availability Identify the importance of static backup options and point-in-time requirements Recognize the important
business factors to determine your optimal data protection requirements Understand the benefits of using MySQL
replication for leveraging different backup strategies Understand the benefits and risks of implementing solutions with
MySQL in the cloud Identify key configuration variables that affect data durability and performance Find out about the
types of possible disasters and develop a robust plan to address them Optimize your backup approach with compression,
streaming, incremental, and parallel options
With more than 4 million active installations, MySQL is the world's most popular open-source database. Known for its
speed, high reliability, and ease of use, MySQL is rapidly becoming a low-cost alternative to high-priced, high-
maintenance database systems from Oracle, IMB and Microsoft-and it already has more users than any of these more
established proprietary databases. The MySQL Language Reference is the only official guide to the MySQL language
and programming APIs. Written by the creators of MySQL, and edited by the highly respected MySQL authors, the
MySQL Language Reference is designed for database administrators and programmers who need a reliable, detailed
reference to every part of the MySQL language and all the available APIs.
Learn the new Document Store feature of MySQL 8 and build applications around a mix of the best features from SQL
and NoSQL database paradigms. Don’t allow yourself to be forced into one paradigm or the other, but combine both
approaches by using the Document Store. MySQL 8 was designed from the beginning to bridge the gap between NoSQL
and SQL. Oracle recognizes that many solutions need the capabilities of both. More specifically, developers need to
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store objects as loose collections of schema-less documents, but those same developers also need the ability to run
structured queries on their data. With MySQL 8, you can do both! Introducing the MySQL 8 Document Store presents
new tools and features that make creating a hybrid database solution far easier than ever before. This book covers the
vitally important MySQL Document Store, the new X Protocol for developing applications, and a new client shell called
the MySQL Shell. Also covered are supporting technologies and concepts such as JSON, schema-less documents, and
more. The book gives insight into how features work and how to apply them to get the most out of your MySQL
experience. The book covers topics such as: The headline feature in MySQL 8 MySQL's answer to NoSQL New APIs
and client protocols What You'll Learn Create NoSQL-style applications by using the Document Store Mix the NoSQL
and SQL approaches by using each to its best advantage in a hybrid solution Work with the new X Protocol for
application connectivity in MySQL 8 Master the new X Developer Application Programming Interfaces Combine SQL and
JSON in the same database and application Migrate existing applications to MySQL Document Store Who This Book Is
For Developers and database professionals wanting to learn about the most profound paradigm-changing features of the
MySQL 8 Document Store
This comprehensive reference guide offers useful pointers for advanced use of SQL and describes the bugs and
workarounds involved in compiling MySQL for every system.
Combines language tutorials with application design advice to cover the PHP server-side scripting language and the
MySQL database engine.
"With an easy, step-by-step approach, this guide shows beginners how to install, use, and maintain the world's most
popular open source database: MySQL. You'll learn through real-world examples and many practical tips, including
information on how to improve database performance. Database systems such as MySQL help data handling for
organizations large and small handle data, providing robust and efficient access in ways not offered by spreadsheets and
other types of data stores. This book is also useful for web developers and programmers interested in adding MySQL to
their skill sets. Topics include: Installation and basic administration ; Introduction to databases and SQL ; Functions,
subqueries, and other query enhancements ; Improving database performance ; Accessing MySQL from popular
languages" --
The only Oracle Press guide to MySQL Workbench explains how to design and model MySQL databases. MySQL
Workbench Data Modeling and Development helps developers learn how to effectively use this powerful product for
database modeling, reverse engineering, and interaction with the database without writing SQL statements. MySQL
Workbench is a graphical user interface that can be used to create and maintain MySQL databases without coding. The
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book covers the interface and explains how to accomplish each step by illustrating best practices visually. Clear
examples, instructions, and explanations reveal, in a single volume, the art of database modeling. This Oracle Press
guide shows you how to get the tool to do what you want. Annotated screen shots demonstrate all interactions with the
tool, and text explains the how, what, and why of each step. Complete coverage Installation and Configuration; Creating
and Managing Connections; Data Modeling Concepts; Creating an ERD; Defining the Physical Schemata; Creating and
Managing Tables; Creating and Managing Relationships; Creating and Managing Views; Creating and Managing
Routines; Creating and Managing Routine Groups; Creating and Managing User & Groups; Creating and Managing SQL
Scripts; Generating SQL Scripts; Forward Engineering a Data Model; Synchronize a Model with a Database; Reverse
Engineering a Database; Managing Differences in the Data Catalog; Creating and Managing Model Notes; Editing Table
Data; Editing Generated Scripts; Creating New Instances; Managing Import and Export; Managing Security; Managing
Server Instances
If you can build websites with CSS and JavaScript, this book takes you to the next level—creating dynamic, database-
driven websites with PHP and MySQL. Learn how to build a database, manage your content, and interact with users.
With step-by-step tutorials, this completely revised edition gets you started with expanded coverage of the basics and
takes you deeper into the world of server-side programming. The important stuff you need to know: Get up to speed
quickly. Learn how to install PHP and MySQL, and get them running on both your computer and a remote server. Gain
new techniques. Take advantage of the all-new chapter on integrating PHP with HTML web pages. Manage your content.
Use the file system to access user data, including images and other binary files. Make it dynamic. Create pages that
change with each new viewing. Build a good database. Use MySQL to store user information and other data. Keep your
site working. Master the tools for fixing things that go wrong. Control operations. Create an administrative interface to
oversee your site.
The Definitive Guide to Using, Programming, and Administering MySQL 5.0 and 5.1 MySQL is an open source relational
database management system that has experienced a phenomenal growth in popularity and use. Known for its speed
and ease of use, MySQL has proven itself to be particularly well-suited for developing database-backed websites and
applications. In MySQL, Paul DuBois provides a comprehensive guide to using and administering MySQL effectively and
productively. He describes everything from the basics of getting information into a database and formulating queries, to
using MySQL with PHP or Perl to generate dynamic web pages, to writing your own programs that access MySQL
databases, to administering MySQL servers. The fourth edition of this bestselling book has been meticulously revised
and updated to thoroughly cover the latest features and capabilities of MySQL 5.0, as well as to add new coverage of
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features introduced with MySQL 5.1. “One of the best technical books I have read on any subject.” –Gregory Haley, C
Vu, The Association of C & C++ Users “A top-notch user’s guide and reference manual, and in my opinion, the only
book you’ll need for the daily operation and maintenance of MySQL databases.” –Eugene Kim, Web Techniques
Introduction 1 Part I: General MySQL Use Chapter 1: Getting Started with MySQL 13 Chapter 2: Using SQL to Manage
Data 101 Chapter 3: Data Types 201 Chapter 4: Stored Programs 289 Chapter 5: Query Optimization 303 Part II: Using
MySQL Programming Interfaces Chapter 6: Introduction to MySQL Programming 341 Chapter 7: Writing MySQL
Programs Using C 359 Chapter 8: Writing MySQL Programs Using Perl DBI 435 Chapter 9: Writing MySQL Programs
Using PHP 527 Part III: MySQL Administration Chapter 10: Introduction to MySQL Administration 579 Chapter 11: The
MySQL Data Directory 585 Chapter 12: General MySQL Administration 609 Chapter 13: Access Control and Security
699 Chapter 14: Database Maintenance, Backups, and Replication 737 Part IV: Appendixes Appendix A: Obtaining and
Installing Software 777 Appendix B: Data Type Reference 797 Appendix C: Operator and Function Reference 813
Appendix D: System, Status, and User Variable Reference 889 Appendix E: SQL Syntax Reference 937 Appendix F:
MySQL Program Reference 1037 Note: Appendixes G, H, and I are located online and are accessible either by
registering this book at informit.com/register or by visiting www.kitebird.com/mysql-book. Appendix G: C API Reference
1121 Appendix H: Perl DBI API Reference 1177 Appendix I: PHP API Reference 1207 Index 1225
A guide to the SQL-based database applications covers installation, configuration, interfaces, and administration
A step-by-step guide that will help you manage data in a relational database using SQL with ease DESCRIPTION This
book starts with the concepts in RDBMS (Relational Database Management Systems) and SQL (Structured Query
Language). The first few chapters cover the definitions and a brief explanation of all the important concepts. They also
cover the installation of MariaDB and MySQL on Windows and Raspberry Pi, as well as the setup of various tools used to
connect to MySQL and MariaDB server processes. We will also understand how to install sample schemas and how to
use basic SQL queries. Then we move on to the SELECT query in detail. The book explores the data retrieval aspect of
SQL queries in detail with the WHERE clause and NULL handling in detail. The book also explores the functions
available in MySQL. Those are single row and group functions. Then we explore how to combine the data from multiple
sources. The technique is known as Joins, and we will learn ANSI style and the old-style syntax for all the types of Joins.
The last part explores the DDL and DMLs in depth. We also learn the concepts of Transactions and Constraints. The
book explores how we can run the SQL queries from a Python 3 program and load a pandas DataFrame with the data
from a table in a schema in the MySQL database. KEY FEATURES ? Understand the concepts related to relational
databases. ? Learn how to install MariaDB and MySQL on Windows, Linux and tools to access it. ? Learn how to connect
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Python and Pandas to MySQL/MariaDB. WHAT WILL YOU LEARN ? Understand the basics of MySQL and MariaDB. ?
Get familiar with MySQL Arithmetic Operators, DDL, DML, DCL & TCL commands. ? Understand the concept of Single-
Row Functions and Group Functions in detail. ? Retrieve data from multiple sources using the Joins. WHO THIS BOOK
IS FOR This book is designed for beginners as well as professionals alike. The book will also be useful to Data
Scientists, Data Analysts, Database Administrators, and Data Engineers. Table of Contents 1. Introduction and
Installation 2. Getting Started with MySQL 3. Getting Started with SQL Queries 4. The WHERE clause in detail 5. Single
Row Functions 6. Group Functions 7. Joins in MySQL 8. Subqueries 9. DDL, DML, and Transactions 10. Views 11.
Python 3, MySQL, and Pandas
As a society that relies on technology to thrive, we face a growing number of potentially catastrophic threats to network
security daily. DATABASE SECURITY delivers the know-how and skills that today's professionals must have to protect
their company's technology infrastructures, intellectual property, and future prosperity. From database installation and
testing to auditing and SQL Injection, this text delves into the essential processes and protocols required to prevent
intrusions, and supports each topic with real-world examples that help future IT professionals understand their critical
responsibilities. Unlike most texts on database security, which take a computer scientist's analytical approach, Database
Security focuses on implementation, and was written expressly for the expanding field of Information Technology careers.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.
From a review of the first edition: "Modern Data Science with R... is rich with examples and is guided by a strong
narrative voice. What’s more, it presents an organizing framework that makes a convincing argument that data science
is a course distinct from applied statistics" (The American Statistician). Modern Data Science with R is a comprehensive
data science textbook for undergraduates that incorporates statistical and computational thinking to solve real-world data
problems. Rather than focus exclusively on case studies or programming syntax, this book illustrates how statistical
programming in the state-of-the-art R/RStudio computing environment can be leveraged to extract meaningful
information from a variety of data in the service of addressing compelling questions. The second edition is updated to
reflect the growing influence of the tidyverse set of packages. All code in the book has been revised and styled to be
more readable and easier to understand. New functionality from packages like sf, purrr, tidymodels, and tidytext is now
integrated into the text. All chapters have been revised, and several have been split, re-organized, or re-imagined to meet
the shifting landscape of best practice.
Learning MySQL"O'Reilly Media, Inc."
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Presents instructions on using MySQL, covering such topics as installation, querying, user management, security, and
backups and recovery.
Build interactive, data-driven websites with the potent combination of open source technologies and web standards, even
if you have only basic HTML knowledge. In this update to this popular hands-on guide, you’ll tackle dynamic web
programming with the latest versions of today’s core technologies: PHP, MySQL, JavaScript, CSS, HTML5, and key
jQuery libraries. Web designers will learn how to use these technologies together and pick up valuable web programming
practices along the way—including how to optimize websites for mobile devices. At the end of the book, you’ll put
everything together to build a fully functional social networking site suitable for both desktop and mobile browsers.
Explore MySQL, from database structure to complex queries Use the MySQLi extension, PHP’s improved MySQL
interface Create dynamic PHP web pages that tailor themselves to the user Manage cookies and sessions and maintain
a high level of security Enhance the JavaScript language with jQuery and jQuery mobile libraries Use Ajax calls for
background browser-server communication Style your web pages by acquiring CSS2 and CSS3 skills Implement HTML5
features, including geolocation, audio, video, and the canvas element Reformat your websites into mobile web apps
PHP and MySQL are quickly becoming the de facto standard for rapid development of dynamic, database-driven web
sites. This book is perfect for newcomers to programming as well as hobbyists who are intimidated by harder-to-follow
books. With concepts explained in plain English, the new edition starts with the basics of the PHP language, and explains
how to work with MySQL, the popular open source database. You then learn how to put the two together to generate
dynamic content. If you come from a web design or graphics design background and know your way around HTML,
Learning PHP & MySQL is the book you've been looking for. The content includes: PHP basics such as strings and
arrays, and pattern matching A detailed discussion of the variances in different PHP versions MySQL data fundamentals
like tables and statements Information on SQL data access for language A new chapter on XHTML Error handling,
security, HTTP authentication, and more Learning PHP & MySQL explains everything from fundamental concepts to the
nuts and bolts of performing specific tasks. As part of O'Reilly's bestselling Learning series, the book is an easy-to-use
resource designed specifically for beginners. It's a launching pad for future learning, providing you with a solid foundation
for more advanced development.
SQL is a widely used to access most databases, therefore database developers and system administrators should be
familiar with it. This hands-on SQL book will help beginner and intermediate users to write queries that apply complex
conditions on a table. The book's unique side by side approach makes it easy for the reader to learn three major query
languages in the IT industry. The author has over 20 years of experience in database design. KEY FEATURES: Contains
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numerous practical screenshots of Oracle SQL, T-SQL, MySQL statements and results. Shows the differences between
Oracle SQL, T-SQL and MySQL side by side. Gives a real world experience for SQL developers and database
administrators. Sample data is available to work on (available on our website).
This is the latest edition of the book that application developers worldwide have used to master MySQL]€]now updated
for MySQL 8 and beyond. As you would expect, this book shows how to code all the essential SQL statements for
working with a MySQL database. You'll use these statements every day to have MySQL do more of your work for you.
But beyond that, it shows how to work with classic MySQL features that take you to new level, such as summary queries,
subqueries, functions, views, transactions, stored procedures, triggers, and security. It shows how to take advantage of
newer MySQL features such as window functions, Common Table Expressions (CTE), and roles for database security. It
shows how to design a database, including how to use MySQL Workbench to create and implement the design. It even
presents a starting set of skills for a database administrator (DBA) if you're interested in that career path or if you need to
be your own DBA. In short, it's a must-have guide for anyone who works with MySQL, beginning and experienced
developers alike.
Presents an instructional guide to SQL which uses humor and simple images to cover such topics as the structure of
relational databases, simple and complex queries, creating multiple tables, and protecting important table data.
This book introduces the reader to the MySQL Open Source database system and focuses on programming in the SQL
language that is at the core of MySQL.
With this book, Web designers who usually turn out static Websites with HTML and CSS can make the leap to the next
level of Web development--full-fledged, dynamic, database-driven Websites using PHP and SQL.
Get a Jump Start on working with MySQL today! MySQL is an extremely popular open source relational database
management system that that powers many of the applications on the Web. Discover why MySQL's speed, ease of use,
and flexibility make it the database of choice for so many developers. In just one weekend with this hands-on tutorial,
you'll learn how to: Get started with MySQL Store, modify, and retrieve data Work with multiple tables Connect to your
database through code Program the database Back up your data
Server bottlenecks and failures are a fact of life in any database deployment, but they don’t have to bring everything to a
halt. This practical book explains replication, cluster, and monitoring features that can help protect your MySQL system
from outages, whether it’s running on hardware, virtual machines, or in the cloud. Written by engineers who designed
many of the tools covered, this book reveals undocumented or hard-to-find aspects of MySQL reliability and high
availability—knowledge that’s essential for any organization using this database system. This second edition describes
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extensive changes to MySQL tools. Versions up to 5.5 are covered, along with several 5.6 features. Learn replication
fundamentals, including use of the binary log and MySQL Replicant Library Handle failing components through
redundancy Scale out to manage read-load increases, and use data sharding to handle large databases and write-load
increases Store and replicate data on individual nodes with MySQL Cluster Monitor database activity and performance,
and major operating system parameters Keep track of masters and slaves, and deal with failures and restarts, corruption,
and other incidents Examine tools including MySQL Enterprise Monitor, MySQL Utilities, and GTIDs
With more than three million users, MySQL is the most popular open-source database server in the world, providing an
extremely fast, reliable, and inexpensive alternative to commercial database management systems Gives corporate
users a complete guide to building enterprise-level database applications with MySQL Covers the pros and cons of
adopting MySQL and installing, testing, and configuring the MySQL server Written by one of the lead programmers of the
MySQL product and reviewed by Monty Widenius, the creator of MySQL Companion Web site includes all code
examples as well as links to useful online resources
Updated for the latest database management systems -- including MySQL 6.0, Oracle 11g, and Microsoft's SQL Server 2008 --
this introductory guide will get you up and running with SQL quickly. Whether you need to write database applications, perform
administrative tasks, or generate reports, Learning SQL, Second Edition, will help you easily master all the SQL fundamentals.
Each chapter presents a self-contained lesson on a key SQL concept or technique, with numerous illustrations and annotated
examples. Exercises at the end of each chapter let you practice the skills you learn. With this book, you will: Move quickly through
SQL basics and learn several advanced features Use SQL data statements to generate, manipulate, and retrieve data Create
database objects, such as tables, indexes, and constraints, using SQL schema statements Learn how data sets interact with
queries, and understand the importance of subqueries Convert and manipulate data with SQL's built-in functions, and use
conditional logic in data statements Knowledge of SQL is a must for interacting with data. With Learning SQL, you'll quickly learn
how to put the power and flexibility of this language to work.
DuBois organizes his cookbook's recipes into sections on the problem, the solution stated simply, and the solution implemented in
code and discussed. The implementation and discussion sections are the most valuable, as they contain the command
sequences, code listings, and design explanations that can be transferred to outside projects.
* This best-selling title has comprehensive discussions about PHP 5, MySQL 5, and how these two popular open source
technologies work together to create powerful websites. * Updated to reflect the new features found in MySQL’s most significant
release to date. Readers are introduced to advanced database features like triggers, stored procedures, and views. They learn
how to integrate these new capabilities into their PHP-driven web applications. The book also discusses PHP’s new MySQL
extension, mysqli, which is required for MySQL versions 4.1 and higher. * Packed with hundreds of practical examples covering all
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aspects of web development, including forms management, templating, database integration, Web services, security, and session
handling.
High Performance MySQL is the definitive guide to building fast, reliable systems with MySQL. Written by noted experts with years
of real-world experience building very large systems, this book covers every aspect of MySQL performance in detail, and focuses
on robustness, security, and data integrity. High Performance MySQL teaches you advanced techniques in depth so you can bring
out MySQL's full power. Learn how to design schemas, indexes, queries and advanced MySQL features for maximum
performance, and get detailed guidance for tuning your MySQL server, operating system, and hardware to their fullest potential.
You'll also learn practical, safe, high-performance ways to scale your applications with replication, load balancing, high availability,
and failover. This second edition is completely revised and greatly expanded, with deeper coverage in all areas. Major additions
include: Emphasis throughout on both performance and reliability Thorough coverage of storage engines, including in-depth tuning
and optimizations for the InnoDB storage engine Effects of new features in MySQL 5.0 and 5.1, including stored procedures,
partitioned databases, triggers, and views A detailed discussion on how to build very large, highly scalable systems with MySQL
New options for backups and replication Optimization of advanced querying features, such as full-text searches Four new
appendices The book also includes chapters on benchmarking, profiling, backups, security, and tools and techniques to help you
measure, monitor, and manage your MySQL installations.
Practical SQL is an approachable and fast-paced guide to SQL (Structured Query Language), the standard programming
language for defining, organizing, and exploring data in relational databases. The book focuses on using SQL to find the story your
data tells, with the popular open-source database PostgreSQL and the pgAdmin interface as its primary tools. You’ll first cover the
fundamentals of databases and the SQL language, then build skills by analyzing data from the U.S. Census and other federal and
state government agencies. With exercises and real-world examples in each chapter, this book will teach even those who have
never programmed before all the tools necessary to build powerful databases and access information quickly and efficiently. You’ll
learn how to: - Create databases and related tables using your own data - Define the right data types for your information -
Aggregate, sort, and filter data to find patterns - Use basic math and advanced statistical functions - Identify errors in data and
clean them up - Import and export data using delimited text files - Write queries for geographic information systems (GIS) - Create
advanced queries and automate tasks Learning SQL doesn’t have to be dry and complicated. Practical SQL delivers clear
examples with an easy-to-follow approach to teach you the tools you need to build and manage your own databases. This book
uses PostgreSQL, but the SQL syntax is applicable to many database applications, including Microsoft SQL Server and MySQL.
Introduces the four essential programming languages required for creating dynamic Web sites, and explains how to install them on
different operating systems, use CSS to create forms, code with jQuery, and administer a MySQL database.
Master Application Development in a Mixed-Platform Environment Build powerful database applications in a mixed environment
using the detailed information in this Oracle Press guide. Oracle Database 11g & MySQL 5.6 Developer Handbook lays out
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programming strategies and best practices for seamlessly operating between the two platforms. Find out how to migrate
databases, port SQL dialects, work with Oracle MySQL databases, and configure effective queries. Security, monitoring, and
tuning techniques are also covered in this comprehensive volume. Understand Oracle Database 11g and MySQL 5.6 architecture
Convert databases between platforms and ensure transactional integrity Create tables, sequences, indexes, views, and user
accounts Build and debug PL/SQL, SQL*Plus, SQL/PSM, and MySQL Monitor scripts Execute complex queries and handle
numeric and date mathematics Merge data from source tables and set up virtual directories
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